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The special protection of military marriages is a legal system of Chinese 
characteristics, which has existed since the war time nearly 80 years ago. 
Reviewing the changes of this system throughout the years, we can clearly tell 
the different era characteristics reflected from the changes of its clauses, which 
also demonstrates the inheritance of war time law in marital regulations. 
With the development of history and society, the concept of marriage and 
family has been changed and the awareness of self and rights has been 
continually enhanced. In new historical condition, people focus on whether 
there is need to retain the provision of protection to army’s marriage in 
marriage law, especially debating on the special protection to army’s marriage 
in the way of restricting on the free mind of spouse to divorce in 2001.In reality, 
there are continuous conflicts between freedom of marriage and justice and 
procedure that special protection to army’s marriage aims to maintain, revealing 
this provision violate freedom of marriage. At the same time, the act ive 
marriage law rules: “If the spouse of a soldier in active service desires a divorce, 
the matter shall be subject to the soldier’s consent, unless the soldier has made 
grave errors.” It is doubtfully that whether this provision is reasonable, 
effective or applicable. How to deal with the conflicts between freedom of 
marriage and special protection to army’s marriage, safeguard the  soldier and 
his or her spouses rights, and guarantee fairness and justice in society?  
To obtain a correct perspective from which to consider the special protection to 
army’s marriage, author will integrally grasp the special protection to army’s marriage 
in the aspects of concept of army’s marriage, main body and legislative origin, 
analyzing its formation and historical development. On this basis, through a empirical 
research on interest group, especially soldier and his or her spouses in this system in 















practice of this system. Analyze its cause from legal theory, society historical 
development and efficacy of law, and in the view of efficacy of law, discuss how to 
improve the special protection to army’s marriage, state how to protect army’s 
marriage and not to violate value pursuit for freedom of marriage in legal means. 
Protecting the party’s interest in the way of not ignoring soldier’s spouse’s rights is a 
realistic question relating to millions of soldiers and a political question relating to 
national defense. 
The main body is divided into three chapters: 
Chapter one: Content of the special civil protection to army’s marriage. Describe 
content of army’s marriage, characteristics and its historical origin. On this basis, state 
the active special civil protection to army’s marriage. 
Chapter two: Discussion about the active special civil protection to army’s 
marriage——taking an air base for example. This chapter analyzes the problems and 
deficiency in practice through an empirical research on this system in some air base, 
and then analyzes its cause from legal theory, society historical development and 
efficacy of law. 
Chapter three: Improvement of the special civil protection to army’s marriage in 
China. Make a further discuss how to improve the special civil protection to army’s 
marriage in China, and put forward my opinions in the aspects of law, soldier and his 
or her spouse and national policy. 
In conclusion part, make a simple review and summary author’s main opinions: 
the army’s marriage still needs special protection, but some relating legal system 
needs to be improved to protect the rights of soldier and his or her spouse. 
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者而言。”二是 1977 年 3 月 14 日修订的《刑法》第 450 条规定：“本章
适用于中国人民解放军的现役军官、文职干部、士兵及具有军籍的学员以
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